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The other thing that bothers me is its small optical zoom with only 3x Now i'm thinking of purchasing something with a bit more potential.. I have switched to the NEX from a Sony A200 and I was worried about the change being a fan of DSLR's, and that a lot of the press said that the NEX is aimed at compact users wanting better picture quality.. I am not worried about having to manually focus the camera as the digital zoom
confirmation is excellent giving up to 14x magnification and the LCD display is stunning good resolution compared to my A200.

I might do some test shots to see what difference there really is between the RAW compressed to Jpeg on the computer and the Jpeg straight out the camera and post them on here.. At the end of the day its only software so it could easily be added to, like some people they could do with just adding an option of changing the menu from say basic to pro mode.. The only thing at the moment is I have to stop shoving the camera in my face
every time I pick it up trying to look through a viewfinder thats not there! Anyway would be interested to hear other peoples thoughts or if anyone is looking at buying this camera and has any questions let me know.
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I am going to look into getting a good prime lens but not decided what to go for yet, maybe an old Zeiss contax or something like that.
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I could also do some comparison shots with a sony compact camera and the Nex if that would interest you? Well, currently I own a Sony W55 point and shoot.. Download the Driver Loader DL100_1411a dmg I picked myself up a Sony Nex 5 with other day and thought I would share my thoughts.. If you are running on Mac OS X version 10 10, running DriverLoader, a preparatory application, is necessary before software updates.
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I am quite happy with its overall picture quality But especially in low light situation the camera shows its weakness.. Im looking forward to trying some other lenses with all the adapters that are coming out now, and I would be interested if anyone else here has already tried this out.. So far I have been really impressed with the camera, there are some little niggles that have been mentioned in the reviews, the interface can be a little annoying
due to the lack of manual buttons but I found it ok to use once I got the hang of it and think that the reviews are exaggerating, it certainly isnt so bad that it is a deal breaker.. I find the Nikon P100 or the Canon SX1 IS quite appealing Sony Nex 3 ReviewThey both have a 20x+ zoom and supposedly good / excellent low light capability and picture quality.. I wasnt happy with the Jpeg output myself, but then I have to say I didnt really test it
that much I just switched to RAW because thats what I normally use and noticed a big difference in quality.. On the other side there is the NEX-5 which is even more expensive than the cameras I mentioned before but it should deliver even better pictures as well.. Sony Nex 5Sony Nex 3 ReviewFind Downloads, Manuals, Tutorials, FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions), Tips & Tricks, How to's, Firmware, Drivers, Software, Problem
Solving about NEX-3. e10c415e6f 
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